A major goal in biology is to understand the evolution of complex traits, such as the development of animal body plans and social behavior. Studies of the molecular basis of development have led to a fruitful synthesis with evolutionary biology, giving rise to the hybrid field of evolutionary developmental biology, or "evo-devo" (Carroll et al. 2005) . Evo-devo has had striking success in explaining how genetic changes generate diversity in form during evolution. In addition, some of the insights from evo-devo appear to be relevant for understanding the evolution of behavior at the molecular level, particularly naturally occurring behavior, which has been subjected to molecular analysis only relatively recently (Toth and Robinson 2007) .
A major goal in biology is to understand the evolution of complex traits, such as the development of animal body plans and social behavior. Studies of the molecular basis of development have led to a fruitful synthesis with evolutionary biology, giving rise to the hybrid field of evolutionary developmental biology, or "evo-devo" (Carroll et al. 2005) . Evo-devo has had striking success in explaining how genetic changes generate diversity in form during evolution. In addition, some of the insights from evo-devo appear to be relevant for understanding the evolution of behavior at the molecular level, particularly naturally occurring behavior, which has been subjected to molecular analysis only relatively recently (Toth and Robinson 2007) .
The molecular bases of learning and memory (Kandel 2007) and circadian behavior (Young and Kay 2001) have been intensively studied in the laboratory with model organisms for more than 25 years. These studies have drawn on mechanistic perspectives in cellular and neurobiology. In contrast, the study of naturally occurring behavior in nature-the type that is studied from both mechanistic and evolutionary perspectives-has embraced molecular analysis only in the past decade or so. Perhaps this was because it is much more difficult to wed molecular analysis with phenotypes studied in the field, rather than in the laboratory, especially with the traditional (pregenomic) tools of molecular biology. An additional difficulty for behavioral biology is that whereas morphological phenotypes are relatively stable, behavioral phenotypes are more changeable and fleeting, especially under natural conditions. This later start for field-based behavior has provided an opportunity to gain insights from evo-devo that are helpful in studying the evolution of behavior at the molecular level.
In this chapter, we first summarize ideas from evo-devo that can be applied to studies of the evolution of behavior at the molecular level. We next outline a few differences between development and behavior that pose challenges for evo-devo. For the remainder of this chapter, we review several studies that illustrate the relevance of evo-devo insights to our understanding of the evolution of behaviors related to eusociality in insect societies. We focus especially on evolutionary insights that have been gained from studies that use a key element of the evo-devo approach: gene expression analysis. We end by suggesting directions for future research in this area.
EVO-DEVO AND EVOLUTIONARY MOLECULAR ANALYSES OF BEHAVIOR

Evo-devo Insights
Several insights into the relationship between genes and complex phenotypes that have emerged from evodevo (Carroll et al. 2005) are also reflected in findings from evolutionary molecular analyses of behavior (for review, see Toth and Robinson 2007) . We highlight five such insights and provide brief accounts of their relevance for behavior.
The first insight from evo-devo is that the original or ancestral function of a gene can be co-opted to generate a novel trait (True and Carroll 2002) . For example, genes in the SCPP (secretory calcium-binding phosphoprotein) family, with ancestral functions mediating interactions between cells and the extracellular matrix, were co-opted to regulate the formation of vertebrate bones, teeth, and enamel (Sanetra et al. 2005) . In behavior, several examples of genes related to solitary forms of behavior have been co-opted to support social behavior, as is discussed later.
The second insight from evo-devo pertains to the modular organization of body plans; diversity in form arises from molecular processes that result in adaptive special-ization of segments or appendages. Many morphological features can be dissected into distinct components, each repeated in series. These components can be added, deleted, or shuffled to create novel morphologies based on subtle changes in the timing and location of gene expression (Emlen et al. 2005; Brakefield 2006; Monteiro and Podlaha 2009) . For example, variation in the expression of genes in the ectodysplasin pathway, part of a deeply conserved network of homeotic (Hox) genes, are associated with a wide array of dentition patterns in vertebrates (Fraser et al. 2009) , and changes in this network have resulted in numerous adaptive gains, losses, and changes in the arrangement of teeth (Stock 2001) .
Similar to the tooth example above, complex forms of behavior have been productively dissected into simpler "behavioral modules," and experimental approaches that begin with a deconstruction of behavior into component phenotypes have been successful. Ben-Shahar et al. (2004) discovered that malvolio, a gene related to sucrose responsiveness in Drosophila melanogaster, also affects the age at which honey bees (Apis mellifera) switch from working in the hive to foraging. malvolio was considered to be a candidate gene for this process because sucrose responsiveness was known to be a module of honey bee foraging behavior; an increase in sucrose responsiveness is associated with the onset of foraging (Rueppell et al. 2006) . Sucrose re sponsiveness is just one of several modules of honey bee foraging, a complex multicomponent behavior that involves learning, communication, and changes in other sensory systems (Seeley 1995; Ben-Shahar et al. 2003) .
The third insight from evo-devo is the notion of the genetic "tool kit" for development, i.e., a set of genes that perform highly conserved roles across diverse taxa, e.g., the Hox genes and their role in regulating body form (Gellon and McGinnis 1998) and the paired box (Pax) genes and their role in eye development (Pichaud and Desplan 2002) . The genetic tool kit for development is thought to consist of a set of genes with highly specialized functions, especially transcription factors (Carroll et al. 2005) . Similarly, there are now several cases of specific genes, pathways, or networks with conserved roles across species that are important in behavior. For example, serotonin influences aggressive behavior across a wide range of animals, from crustaceans to humans (Kravitz 2000; Lesch and Merschdorf 2000) .
The fourth insight from evo-devo is the realization that many novel traits arise from evolutionary changes in gene expression (Wray 2007) . It has long been known that changes in coding sequence also can be important for the evolution of novel traits (Hoekstra and Coyne 2008) ; evo-devo has in addition highlighted the lability of gene regulation as a major contributor to evolutionary change. Likewise, changes in gene expression-that affect timing, location, or overall levels of mRNA abundance-are receiving increasing attention for behavioral evolution (Khaitovich et al. 2006) . For example, differences in brain distribution of the vasopressin receptor V1aR in male voles cause large species differences in affiliative pairbonding behavior (Lim et al. 2004) .
The fifth insight from evo-devo is that certain genes can exert influences on morphological development over different timescales, e.g., both developmental and evolutionary timescales. For example, bone morphogenic factor 4 and calmodulin genes are involved in "real-time" beak development in birds, and they also have been selected upon during evolution to generate the wide variation in beak sizes found in Darwin's finches (Abzhanov et al. 2004 (Abzhanov et al. , 2006 . Likewise, FOXP2 is involved in the real-time development of speech capabilities in humans and apparently also has been selected upon during evolution to generate diverse forms of animal communication (Shu et al. 2005) .
Genetic Architectures for Developmental and Behavioral Traits
Molecular and genetic analyses have revealed additional similarities between developmental and behavioral traits, further arguing for the relevance of evo-devo perspectives to behavior. Both behavioral and morphological phenotypes can have a wide range of heritability estimates, from almost zero to extremely high. Furthermore, the range of heritability estimates for both behavior and morphology overlap broadly (Hoffmann 2000) . It is clear that some forms of behavior, as with morphological phenotypes, are highly heritable. This has long been seen in laboratory studies of behavior (Hoffmann 2000) and is now becoming apparent for naturally occurring behavior in the field as well (see, e.g., Dingemanse et al. 2002) , including a variety of human behavioral traits (Bouchard and McGue 2003) .
It also is well established in both development and behavior that certain single genes can have huge effects on phenotype. In development, a mutation in the antennapedia gene in Drosophila transforms the antennae into legs (Postlethwait and Schneiderman 1971) . In behavior, a mutation in the fruitless gene causes male Drosophila to court other males (Baker et al. 2001) . In addition to these induced mutations, there also are examples of similar large effects for naturally occurring developmental and behavioral variation. In species of stickleback fish (genus Gasterosteus), for example, allelic differences in regulatory regions of the Pitx1 gene determine whether pelvic spines are present or absent (Shapiro et al. 2004 ). In Drosophila, natural allelic variation in the foraging gene leads to big differences in foraging behavior, resulting in either "sitter" or "rover" phenotypes (Osborne et al. 1997) .
In addition to traits affected by single genes with major effects, both developmental and behavioral traits can have more complex genetic architectures. For example, Mackay and colleagues (for review, see Mackay 2009), using transcriptomic profiling of a large set of strains of Drosophila, reported that 20%-40% of the genes in the Drosophila genome are involved in the regulation of strain-specific differences in both morphological and behavioral traits.
CHALLENGES TO THE EVO-DEVO APPROACH FOR BEHAVIOR
Despite the above similarities, some notable differences between development and behavior pose challenges for the application of the evo-devo approach to behavior. Studies on the evolution of morphological novelty were initiated only after extensive knowledge was obtained on the mechanistic-genetic and cellular-bases of development, drawing on molecular analyses of model genetic species (Carroll et al. 2005) . In contrast, molecular analyses of behavioral evolution are proceeding simultaneously with mechanistic analyses ) and thus do not benefit from a wealth of prior information, as did evo-devo studies.
Much is known about the neural substrates of behavior, but most of this knowledge is confined to laboratorybased behavioral systems (Carew 2000; Kandel et al. 2000) . For naturally occurring behavior in the field, underlying mechanisms have not been as well studied; i.e., less is known about the ways in which circuits of neurons generate a behavior than the ways in which cells and tissues generate a morphological trait. This is no doubt because behavior is generated by the brain, an exceedingly complex organ with highly specialized subregions and patterns of cell connectivity. Because of the complexity of the brain, the mapping of genes to behavior via the brain is more of a mystery than the mapping of genes to morphological trait via cells and tissues.
Another difference between development and behavior relates to timescales. Behavioral change can occur much faster than developmental change, on a timescale that is faster than the rate of gene transcription. Orchestrating changes at this timescale involves the many posttranscriptional and posttranslational changes that occur in the brain, including release of neurotransmitters and the opening and closing of various ion channels. A complete explanation of the molecular basis of behavior and its evolution will require an understanding of how both genomic and neural mechanisms interact across different timescales, from the acute physiological timescale all the way to the evolutionary timescale.
Despite these challenges, perspectives from evo-devo can be applied productively to studies of the evolution of behavior at the molecular level. Moreover, we believe that molecular analyses of behavioral evolution can also help to fill the gap of knowledge on the neural basis of naturally occurring behavior. For example, analyses of the distribution of the vasopressin receptor V1aR gene in the brains of male monogamous and nonmonogamous vole species (Insel and Young 2001) led to discoveries linking vasopressin signaling to dopaminergic circuits related to reward processing in the mesolimbic "reward system" of the brain . Similar payoffs have occurred in studies of social insects, as can be seen in the following section.
EVO-DEVO AND BEHAVIOR IN INSECT SOCIETIES Eusociality
Previous sections included brief examples from studies of different forms of behaviors in a variety of organisms that indicate that insights from evo-devo are readily applicable to studies of the evolution of behavior at the molecular level. In the next sections, we illustrate this point in greater detail by concentrating on one particular form of social behavior: eusociality in insects. We discuss the evolutionary insights that have been gained from studies of eusocial behavior that use a key element of the evodevo approach-a focus on gene expression analysis.
Eusociality in insects is emerging as a powerful system to study the mechanisms and evolution of social life in molecular terms Smith et al. 2008) . Eusociality is a highly derived system of social organization. Eusociality in the Hymenoptera (ants, bees, and wasps) has evolved independently approximately 10 times (Brady et al. 2006; Hines et al. 2007) , each time resulting in three convergent and defining traits: (1) a reproductive division of labor between queens and workers, (2) overlapping generations of individuals sharing a nest, and (3) individuals that care cooperatively for offspring that are not their own ("workers") (Wilson 1971) . The behavior of many species of social insects is well understood at the ecological and evolutionary levels. Social insect behavior also is very amenable to considerable experimental manipulation, especially in terms of the ability to precisely manipulate the social environment and study its effects on individual colony members (Smith et al. 2008) .
The examples we provide illustrate the evo-devo concepts described above, as follows. 1. Co-option: Genes involved in solitary behavior appear to have been co-opted for new functions in a social system. 2. Modularity: Molecular analyses have identified modules of solitary behavior as components of social behavior. 3. Genetic tool kit: Similar patterns of brain gene expression are associated with division of labor in indepen dently evolved social insect lineages, supporting the idea of a tool kit for behavior in the social insects. 4. Timescales: Some of the same genes that are associated with behavioral differences on an evolutionary timescale (e.g., between strains of the same species) are also associated with behavioral differences on shorter time scales as well, within an individual's lifetime. The remaining concept from above, a focus on gene expression, is implicit in our treatment of the other four concepts; i.e., the examples we provide have used gene expression analysis to derive insights into the evolution of eusocial behavior at the molecular level. A focus on gene expression might be particularly important for analyses of behavior in social insects Linksvayer and Wade 2005) . Just as cells within an organism develop into distinct cell types on the basis of differential gene expression, individuals within a social insect colony develop into "castes" (queens and workers) that differ in both behavior and (sometimes) morphology (Wilson 1971) ; this also typically occurs on the basis of differential gene expression . Several lines of research with social insects suggest that changes in gene regulation across several different timescales are important in the evolution of social behavior.
Co-option:
Nutrition and division of labor for foraging. Genes involved in solitary forms of foraging behavior appear to have been co-opted for social foraging in honey bees. Evidence comes from studies of foraging and malvolio and genes in the insulin/insulin-like growth factor signaling (IIS) pathway.
Many basic forms of behavior, such as food gathering or foraging, seem to be similar between solitary and social bees-both collect pollen and nectar from flowers. However, there is a fundamental difference: A social bee's behavior is adapted to increase the fitness of its colony rather than its own personal fitness. This gives rise to important differences in when and how foraging is performed. Despite these differences, recent results suggest that genes associated with food gathering and eating in solitary insects have been co-opted to regulate social foraging in honey bees and other species of social insects.
In D. melanogaster, the foraging gene (for) encodes a cGMP-dependent protein kinase (protein kinase G [PKG]), and naturally occurring allelic variation in this gene results in two phenotypes: "sitters" and "rovers" (Osborne et al. 1997) . Although D. melanogaster lives most of its life in solitary fashion, the behavioral variation associated with these allelic differences suggested an interesting parallel with the food-gathering behavior of the honey bee. Honey bees exhibit age-related changes in behavior; e.g., young bees work inside the hive (analogous to fly "sitters"), but as they age, they "rove" outside the hive in search of food.
An ortholog of Drosophila for was found to regulate this age-related change in behavior in honey bees. Levels of for mRNA in the bee brain are greater in foragers than in bees working in the hive, and experimentally activating PKG causes precocious foraging . for expression is socially regulated in honey bees: Levels of for mRNA are also elevated in the brains of young bees induced to forage early in response to a lack of older bees . cGMP signaling also affects feeding arousal in Caenorhabditis elegans (Fujiwara et al. 2002) , and differences in the expression of for between foraging and nonforaging individuals have been reported in two ant species (Ingram et al. 2005 ; Lucas and So ko low ski 2009) and two wasp species (Tobback et al. 2008; AL Toth et al., in prep.) , demonstrating the evolutionary lability of pathways involving PKG signaling.
mvl encodes a manganese transporter, and a mutation at this locus in Drosophila causes a loss of responsiveness to sucrose; this deficit is eliminated by treatment with manganese (Rodrigues et al. 1995) . As stated above, sucrose responsiveness is a behavioral module of foraging in honey bees (Pankiw and Page 1999) ; an increase in sucrose responsiveness is associated with the onset of foraging. Quantitative trait locus (QTL) analysis has revealed that the genetic architecture of sucrose responsiveness and onset age of foraging are related (Rueppell et al. 2006 ). These results suggested that mvl also was a good candidate gene for the regulation of division of labor in honey bees. mvl brain expression is higher in foragers than in bees working in the hive, and manganese treatment not only increased sucrose responsiveness, but also caused an earlier onset of foraging (Ben-Shahar et al. 2004 ). Food-deprived bees also show increased sucrose responsiveness (Ben-Shahar and Robinson 2001), suggesting important associations among foraging behavior, nutritional state, sucrose responsiveness, and brain ex pression of mlv, as well as for other genes (Whitfield et al. 2006) .
IIS genes are well known to affect feeding behavior in a wide variety of animals (Konturek et al. 2004) . Ament et al. (2008) reported up-regulation of IIS genes in foragers (in brain and abdomen) relative to hive bees, and a delay in the shift from working in the hive to foraging induced by pharmacological inhibition of the TOR (target of rapamycin) pathway, which is related to IIS. Foragers have about half the lipid stores of hive bees, and a reduction in nutritional status can cause an early onset of foraging (Toth et al. 2005) , indicating that high IIS is asso ciated with low nutrient status in adult worker bees. This is opposite to what is found in larval honey bees (Wheeler et al. 2006 ) and opposite to the norm in other species (Ikeya et al. 2002) . These results suggest evolutionary changes in the way IIS pathways are regulated across life stages and species. Measurements of IIS brain gene expression from Polistes metricus wasps also suggest an association between several IIS genes and lipid stores (Toth et al. , 2009 . In this species, there also is a causal association between reduced nutrient stores and foraging (TD Daugherty et al., unpubl.) , suggesting that connections among nutrition, IIS signaling, and foraging in social insects might be widespread.
It thus appears that some well-conserved molecular pathways that influence food-gathering behavior in solitary insects such as Drosophila also regulate the division of labor in social insect societies. An important issue for the future is to address why certain feeding-related pathways, or components of these pathways, are more evolutionarily labile than others.
Modularity:
Maternal behavior as a precursor to altru istic worker behavior. Comparative ethological an a lyses identified modules of solitary behavior as components of eusocial behavior more than 30 years ago (Evans and West-Eberhard 1973) . Recent gene expression analyses have provided support for these ideas.
It is well established that the solitary ancestors to all social Hymenoptera were nesting wasps with well-developed maternal care (Evans and West-Eberhard 1973) . The behavior of such a solitary maternal insect can be broken down into two distinct behavioral modules: (1) egg-laying and (2) maternal provisioning of brood with food collected during foraging. West-Eberhard proposed that an ancestral ovarian cycle consisting of these two basic modules of egg-laying and foraging/provisioning could be uncoupled during evolution (for review, see West-Eberhard 1996) . Instead of being separated in time during the life of a solitary maternal wasp, the two behaviors could become so separated as to occur only in different individuals-"queens" that focus on egg-laying and "workers" that specialize in foraging/provisioning. In other words, worker behavior, which involves caring for siblings, may have evolved from maternal foraging/provisioning.
A molecular dimension was added to this idea with the prediction that sibling care and maternal care behaviors should be regulated by similar patterns of gene expression (Linksvayer and Wade 2005) . This was tested in P. metricus wasps, a species that is well suited for evolutionary analyses because it is "primitively" eusocial and retains maternal behavior during the "foundress" part of its life cycle. Working with a set of 32 genes selected from micro array studies of honey bee division of labor (Whitfield et al. 2003 (Whitfield et al. , 2006 , found the predicted relationship: Brain expression in worker wasps was more similar to the maternal foundresses than to queens, which do not show maternal care.
Putative ancestral modules of solitary foraging and reproduction may also have been involved in structuring various forms of division of labor among workers, which are thought to have evolved after the evolution of queens and workers (West-Eberhard 1996). As described above for honey bees, colonies of social insects often show a division of labor among young nest workers and old foragers, and although worker honey bees are mostly sterile, nest workers retain a higher reproductive capacity than foragers. When a colony of honey bees loses its queen, it is the younger workers that are more likely to begin laying (unfertilized) eggs (Winston 1987) . Microarray results suggest that the brain gene expression profiles of hive bees are indeed more queen-like than those for foragers (Grozinger et al. 2007 ). In addition, bees that specialize on foraging for pollen have more well-developed ovaries and higher levels of expression of the egg yolk protein vitellogenin than do bees that specialize on foraging for nectar (Nelson et al. 2007 ). Thus, these two ancestral modules of foraging and reproduction may have been uncoupled multiple times during social insect evolution to produce the kinds of highly specialized individuals that characterize life in an insect society.
Tool kits: Shared patterns of gene expression across social insect lineages. The results discussed above (see section Co-option: Nutrition and division of labor for foraging), based on studies of small numbers of genes, suggest that genes related to feeding behavior may form the basis for one such tool kit for division of labor in social insects. This provides initial support for the idea of a tool kit for eusociality, i.e., core sets of genes used repeatedly during social evolution to generate novel forms of behavior (Toth and Robinson 2007) . Additional evidence for this idea comes from more global studies of gene expression that explored whether the same pathways regulate different forms of division of labor in indepen dently evolved social insect lineages. provided initial evidence for this conclusion in the study of 32 genes in Polistes paper wasps described above. A large percentage (63%) of these genes that showed differential brain expression in the context of honey bee division of labor behavior also showed differential expression in the context of wasp division of labor. This line of study has recently been expanded with the creation of a P. metricus microarray (AL Toth et al., in prep.) , allowing comparison of large-scale paper wasp and honey bee transcriptomic profiles. In this study, patterns of brain gene expression were compared in four different female groups that comprise a paper wasp society: foundresses (nest initiators), queens, workers, and gynes (future queens in reproductive diapause). These four groups differ in terms of foraging/provisioning and reproductive activity; queens and foundresses reproduce while workers and foundresses forage and provision the brood. Nearly 200 genes were differentially expressed as a function of foraging/provisioning. A comparison of this list of genes with microarray-derived lists of genes associated with honey bee worker foraging behavior (Whitfield et al. 2006; Alaux et al. 2009 ) showed a significant overlap in global brain gene expression patterns for the two species despite the vastly different forms of division of labor (AL Toth et al., in prep.) . Genes associated with division of labor in honey bees are likely associated with division of labor in wasps, thus providing initial support for the existence of a "genetic tool kit" for division of labor that is shared across independent eusocial lineages.
A comparison of the functional categories of genes that affect social phenotypes across a wide range of social insects suggests broad conservation. For example, AL Toth et al. (in prep.) also found that genes for lipid metabolism, locomotory behavior, and response to heat stress were overrepresented on the list of genes regulated in association with paper wasp foraging/ provisioning, and several genes in these same categories are also differentially regulated in other social insect species. Heat shock protein and metabolic genes are differentially expressed in several honey bee brain transcriptomic studies related to foraging (Whitfield et al. 2003 (Whitfield et al. , 2006 Ament et al. 2008; Alaux et al. 2009 ). More over, there are similarities with whole-body gene expression analyses of other social insect species. Polistes canadensis wasp queens and workers were found to differ in expression of vitellogenin, numerous metabolic enzymes, and a heat shock gene (Sumner et al. 2006) . Graff et al. (2007) discovered queen-worker differences in vitellogenin expression in the ant Lasius niger. Caste-specific differences in hexamerin storage proteins during early development have been reported in a wide variety of species including yellow jackets, paper wasps, and termites (Scharf et al. 2005; Hoffman and Goodisman 2007; Hunt et al. 2007 ). These results also provide support for the idea that certain genes and pathways have been used repeatedly during the evolution of eusociality in insects.
Gene regulation across different timescales. Some of the same genes that are associated with behavioral differences on an evolutionary timescale are also associated with behavioral differences on shorter timescales as well. This is illustrated with a recent study of aggression in honey bees.
Honey bees use their notorious stinging behavior to defend their hives against predators, both large and small. All honey bee colonies respond aggressively when their colony is attacked, but there is striking variation in the intensity of their response. In docile colonies, only a few bees may respond, whereas in more aggressive colonies, the response may involve hundreds or even thousands of stinging individuals. Colony defense begins when "guard" bees detect a disturbance at the hive entrance and release alarm pheromone, which alerts the entire colony. Older bees (who mostly forage for nectar and pollen) are more likely to respond aggressively than younger bees, but a subset of the colony's older bees, "soldiers," are the first to seek out and attack an intruder. There also are inherited differences in honey bee aggression. Africanized honey bees (AHB) have spread throughout most of the New World after the introduction in 1957 of the African subspecies A.m. scutellata, causing deaths of humans and animals in some parts of their newly inhabited range due to massive stinging responses. AHB are much more aggressive than European subspecies (EHB).
Certain genes can exert influences on morphological development over different timescales as discussed above, e.g., both developmental and evolutionary time scales. Alaux et al. (2009) used this perspective to explore whether environmental influences on a behavioral phenotype could have evolved into inherited differences via changes in gene regulation. One indication of this would be similar patterns of brain gene expression associated with aggression across the three timescales: acute (alarm pheromone exposure); life span (old vs. young), and evolutionary (AHB vs. EHB). Alaux et al. (2009) found expression differences in the brain for hundreds of genes in the highly aggressive AHB compared to EHB. Similar results were obtained for EHB in response to exposure to alarm pheromone and when comparing old and young bees. Moreover, there was significant overlap of the gene lists generated from these three microarray experiments, thus supporting Wad dington's (1959) genetic assimilation concept (phenotypic responses to environmental conditions can become encoded genetically) and suggesting that one element in the evolution of different degrees of aggressive behavior in honey bees involved changes in regulation of genes that mediate the response to alarm pheromone.
CONCLUSIONS
Studies of genes and social behavior, aided by new genomic resources, are coming of age, and social insects are good models for studying the evolution of social behavior at the molecular level. The relevance of some of the major insights from evo-devo suggests that using these insights to frame future studies will become increasingly fruitful. As genomic resources-including whole-genome sequencing-become more widely available, a broader array of species can be studied in this way (Hudson 2008) , thus increasing the power of future comparative analyses. Well-resolved phylogenies are needed in order to carefully choose species that are both compelling in terms of social behavior and informative in a phylogenetic context, such as species in basal lineages or species that appear to have evolved similar behaviors independently.
The studies reviewed here relied extensively on transcriptomics, but other methods of molecular and genetic analysis are being used to study social behavior, in social insects and other species Page and Amdam 2007; Smith et al. 2008) . Systems biology should prove to be increasingly important, allowing researchers to integrate different types of molecular information such as transcriptomics, proteomics, meta bo lomics, and epigenomics in order to develop models of regulatory networks . Such integration will be necessary to better understand in molecular terms how various forms of behaviors evolve. Early indications suggest that, as for evo-devo, evolutionary molecular analyses of behavior have a bright future.
